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Abstract: Many observers are skeptical of claims that private entrepreneurs can perform traditional governmental functions like supporting basic research, keeping WMD away from terrorists, or protecting public health. This article presents five recent counterexamples. These include initiatives designed to establish new health and safety standards in nanotechnology; build a central repository for worldwide mutations data; use on-line volunteers to find cures for tuberculosis; and require biotech companies to screen customer orders for products that can be used to make weapons. In principle, many more initiatives are both possible and desirable. Historically, however, government done little to promote private initiatives and sometimes destabilized them. The article suggests strategies for this overcoming this problem.
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I. Introduction

Classically, we expect government to provide, and usually monopolize, tasks like support for basic science, keeping WMD away from terrorists, and public health. This instinct has much to commend it since, in the language of economics, science and security are “public goods” that benefit everyone. At the same time, economists routinely find cases (e.g. open source software) in which public goods are supplied by private parties. Suppose that
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government delivers some public good badly. Can private entrepreneurs step in? And, if so, should they?

Many observers are skeptical of claims that entrepreneurs can accomplish public goals. This article presents five counterexamples in which entrepreneurs have produced results that are competitive with, or in some cases plausibly superior to, government solutions. These are, admittedly, “easy pieces” – modest projects worth, at most, a few tens of millions in value. On the other hand, we will argue that similar initiatives should be feasible in many industries. As Sen. Dirksen once remarked, “A billion here, a billion there, pretty soon it adds up to real money.”

Section II introduces three criteria for judging entrepreneurial success. Section III describes and analyzes our five examples. Section IV uses these case studies to draw broader lessons about when private initiatives are both feasible and desirable. Section V asks what government and foundations can do to expand entrepreneurship. Finally, Section VI presents a short conclusion.

---

II. Assessing Private Entrepreneurship in the Public Interest

Skeptics rightly point out that many initiatives “in the public interest” are little more than PR exercises. We suggest three criteria for determining when private entrepreneurs’ pursuit of public goals deserves to be taken seriously:

*Ambition.* Initiatives should seek to effect substantial change. We will call initiatives *ambitious* if they ask community members to take substantial new actions and/or refrain from past practices.

*Enforceability.* Private initiatives should include sanctions for non-compliance. Depending on the circumstances, however, even weak sanctions may be meaningful. Indeed, ordinary profit-and-loss incentives organize most everyday activities quite adequately. Sanctions should, however, be plausibly large enough to effect widespread compliance.

*Coordination.* Most private initiatives depend on mobilizing pooled resources and/or coordinated action. Entrepreneurs must understand and overcome various frictions to achieve this.

III. Five Easy Pieces: Private Initiatives Pursuing Public Goals.

In what follows, we describe five initiatives and measure them against our standards. We present our initiatives in roughly increasing order of ambition.

A. Nanotechnology: Private Standards.

Technologists have used ultra-small (roughly speaking, 1-100 nanometer⁴) particles in products like paint, flour, and beer since ancient times. Today, however, technologists have become vastly better at making such objects. Most of the resulting products rely on the fact that nano-particles are more chemically reactive than bulk materials.⁵ However,
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⁴ A nanometer is one-billionth of a meter. For comparison, a human hair is just under one-tenth of a millimeter, i.e. 100,000 nanometers across. Answers.Com, “How Wide is a Human Hair?” [http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_is_the_average_thickness_of_a_hair](http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_is_the_average_thickness_of_a_hair)

⁵ Because chemical reactions take place at surfaces, they proceed faster where surface-to-volume ratios are high. Small particles satisfy this condition. This is the same phenomenon that makes ordinary materials
this also implies that nano-materials may have unexpected health and environmental impacts. For now, these risks are largely unknown.

**History.** To date, governments have done relatively little to reassure the public, fill knowledge gaps, and develop standards for nanoparticles.\(^6\) Not surprisingly, industry has tried to fill this vacuum. As Daniel Fiorino has emphasized, these new efforts build on a long tradition of private environmental initiatives dating back to the 1980s.\(^7\)

So far, most initiatives have taken place at the level of individual firms. The two most prominent examples are:

**BASF.** BASF developed and published an in-house Code of Conduct in 2004.\(^8\) The Code promises to take “immediate action” when health or environmental hazards arise; disclose “new findings” to authorities and/or the public “immediately”; and develop a “scientifically based database” for assessing risks.\(^9\) The company also promises to “guarantee[]” the safety of its products “…on the basis of all available scientific information and technology.”\(^10\) Finally, BASF illustrates these somewhat vague principles with various concrete examples including a “manufacturing guide” which requires the company to use “closed systems,” respiratory filters, and chemical protective suits.\(^11\)
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\(^8\) Diana Bowman and Graeme A. Hodge, *supra* at note 3.


DuPont. In 2005, DuPont and the Environmental Defense Fund\textsuperscript{12} publicly announced plans to develop a joint framework for assessing and managing nanotechnology risk. This project culminated almost two years later in a 104-page “Nano Risk Framework.”\textsuperscript{13} The Framework describes specific procedures for managing risk where current information is incomplete and establishes procedures for filling such gaps.\textsuperscript{14} This includes (a) endorsing specific sources of data and test procedures\textsuperscript{15} and (b) authorizing the use of “reasonable worst case assumptions” and “bridging” extrapolations where knowledge is incomplete. DuPont and EDF have also “pilot-tested” their Framework on three DuPont products at out-of-pocket costs ranging from $0 to $170,000. Finally, they have said that they want to see their Framework “widely used by companies and other organizations.”\textsuperscript{16} They have worked hard to achieve this goal by, \textit{inter alia}, sponsoring industry and NGO workshops, presentations, and training sessions devoted to the Framework; soliciting expert and public comment; and urging insurers to adopt the Framework when making coverage decisions.\textsuperscript{17}

The next logical step is to write codes that span multiple companies. Here, the main initiatives include:

\textit{Responsible NanoCode Pt. 1: Code of Conduct.}\textsuperscript{18} Social entrepreneur Hilary Sutcliffe\textsuperscript{19} started this project in cooperation with Insight Investment\textsuperscript{20} in 2006. They then invited the UK Royal Society, the UK’s leading nanotechnology trade

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{12} Similar corporate/NGO partnerships have been organized in the pollution context. Daniel J. Fiorino, “Voluntary Initiatives, Regulation, and Nanotechnolgoy Oversight,” \textit{supra} at note 7.


\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{15} For example, the document recommends the use of toxicity data from the National Cancer Institute’s Nanotechnology Characterization Laboratory and OECD Guidelines for the Testing of Chemicals. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{17} Daniel J. Fiorino, “Voluntary Initiatives, Regulation, and Nanotechnology,” \textit{supra} at note 7.


\textsuperscript{19} Sutcliffe organized the initiative while working for two consulting firms (Acona, Responsible Futures) that specialize in corporate responsibility. Fiorino, “Voluntary Initiatives, Regulation, and Nanotechnology,” \textit{supra} at note 7. Sutcliffe is currently the director of MATTER, which describes itself as a “catalyst” for “multistakeholder projects” involving governments, NGOs, companies, and social investment houses. \textit{See MATTER Home Page}, \url{http://www.matterforall.org/}.

association (Nano-Technology Industries Association ("NTI")), and, eventually, various NGOs and private companies to collaborate in developing a “Responsible NanoCode.” The draft text was completed in 2007 and finalized in May 2008 after widespread public comment. The Code consists of seven principles that include “engag[ing] with … stakeholders,” ensuring “high” health and safety standards, carrying out risk assessments to “minimise” health, safety, and environmental risks, and adopting “responsible” sales practices. Members emphasize that the Code is “voluntary,” creates no “auditable set of standards,” and contains no “detailed guidance” or “performance expectations.” However, it does list several concrete “Examples of Best Practice” for evaluating compliance. Companies are also “encouraged to publicly explain” how they comply with the Code and to promote the Code to their respective industry associations and suppliers.

**Responsible NanoCode Pt. 2: Benchmarking.** The NanoCode and Best Practice Examples were originally envisaged as the “starting point for a more detailed Benchmarking Framework” in which “independent stakeholders” would assess how well individual companies complied with the Code. Although originally scheduled for 2009, this work has yet to be funded and plans remain vague. For
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21 NTI currently represents more than 100 nanotechnology companies. See Nanotechnology Industries Home Page. http://www.nanotechia.org/.


23 A copy of the Code can be found in Responsible Nanocode, “Information on the Responsible Nano Code Initiative,” supra at note 3.


26 Responsible Nanocode, Information on the Responsible Nano Code Initiative, supra at note 3.


example, members have not selected a “specific mechanism”\textsuperscript{29} for evaluating compliance and have not decided whether benchmarked companies will be ranked “in order of compliance.”\textsuperscript{30} For this reason, Responsible Nano remains “an unfinished product.”\textsuperscript{31}

**ENTA.** The European Nanotechnology Trade Association (ENTA) announced plans to draft its own “Nanotechnology Code of Conduct for European Industry” in 2007. Although industry stakeholder meetings were held later that year,\textsuperscript{32} no draft has been published.

**ISO.** The International Standards Organization established a subcommittee to consider nanotechnology safety and environmental standards in 2005.\textsuperscript{33} It is reportedly considering various proposals including (a) developing the DuPont/EDF Risk Framework into a formal standard,\textsuperscript{34} and (b) setting arbitrary numeric exposure limits until current knowledge gaps are filled.\textsuperscript{35} It is not clear whether ISO will adopt these or any other standards.\textsuperscript{36}

**Swiss Retailers Code.** The Swiss retail food association IG DHS includes dominant chain stores COOP, MIGROS, and MANOR.\textsuperscript{37} Its 2008 Code of Conduct\textsuperscript{38} promises that retailers will make product safety their “top priority,” will only sell products considered harmless “according to the latest scientific and technical findings,” and will “inform consumers openly about products that
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incorporate nanotechnology.” Furthermore, members promise to press their suppliers to disclose this information “quickly and openly.”

All of these initiatives are modest compared to the detailed private codes and metrics found in, for example, the chemical and forest products industries. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to think that the current crop of nanocodes – like those earlier efforts – will continue to develop and may become stronger over time.

**Ambition.** Critics will object that many nanotechnology codes are vague and that whatever specificity does exist – notably in BASF’s “manufacturing guide” – tends to advertise practices that existed long before nanotechnology. The DuPont/EDF Framework is easily the most specific and, by that measure, ambitious document. Even here, however, DuPont would have drafted some such document in any case. While EDF must have exerted some influence, it hard to say exactly where.

Despite this, there are several good reasons to think that the codes matter. These include:

**Signaling.** Promises need not be “auditable” to be meaningful. The fact that BASF has promised to be “transparent” will make the PR damage from any future cover-up worse. There is information in this: Management would not make such promises in the first place if it believed that cover-ups were likely.

**Trusted Third Parties.** The DuPont initiative began with a high-profile promise to draft a joint document with a trusted, non-industry partner – The Environmental Defense Fund. This necessarily gave EDF the power to inflict PR damage by withholding its signature. Furthermore, EDF’s leadership has no obvious reason to sign a document that would anger its constituents. This provides significant evidence that the joint document is (a) consistent with EDF members’ values, and (b) more stringent than it would have been without EDF’s involvement.

**“Best Practice” Lists.** Companies can theoretically adhere to the BASF and Responsible Nano codes even if they reject each and every one of the accompanying “best practices.” However, they would presumably have to defend this choice by identifying other, comparably effective measures. At least in a general way, then, the existence of “best practice” lists defines a particular level of effort.

**Procedural Promises.** Most regulations consist of detailed, substantive rules. However, regulation can also take the form of clear, objective procedures for
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generating such rules in the future. The DuPont/EDF Framework provides a plausible example of this strategy.

These arguments collectively suggest that industry’s various nanotechnology initiatives, though modest, deserve to be taken seriously.

**Enforceability.** We have already remarked that the existence of voluntary codes increases members’ PR exposure in the event of, say, an industrial accident. The codes also impose sanctions in other ways:

- **Encouraging Whistleblowers.** Large companies find it hard to keep their public and internal messages separate. For this reason, public endorsements of transparency encourage whistleblower employees to go public. This reduces companies’ ability to operate dishonestly even if they want to.42

- **Reporting Requirements.** Reporting requirements make corporate nanotechnology practices more observable. This can have two effects. First, increased transparency can foster a race-to-the-top in which each company competes to persuade the public that it is more conscientious (and hence praiseworthy) than its rivals. Second, reporting helps companies confirm that their rivals are observing similarly costly standards. This stabilizes markets against a race-to-the-bottom in which each company tries to obtain a cost-advantage by jettisoning standards before its competitors do.43

- **Compliance.** The public has very limited ability to judge corporate compliance even under transparency. This gap has traditionally been filled by having trusted third parties certify that companies are in compliance with a well-defined standard of care.44 We have already seen that NanoCode organizers have suggested taking this one step further by ranking companies according to performance. This would presumably increase race-to-the-top effects by setting up a competition to see which firm could earn the highest ranking.

- **Market Forces (A): Purchasing Power.** The Responsible Nano and Swiss Retailer codes urge members to demand responsible behavior from their suppliers. This is a potentially powerful mechanism. After all, chains like TESCO and MIGROS
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42 The existence of international norms and treaties repeatedly encouraged defectors to reveal covert weapons programs during the Cold War. See e.g., Ken Alibek and Stephen Handelman, BIORAZARD – THE CHILLING TRUE STORY OF THE LARGEST COVERT BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS PROGRAM IN THE WORLD – TOLD FROM THE INSIDE BY THE MAN WHO RAN IT (1999).


44 Similar private certification schemes have been established in the forestry and fishing industries. The US government’s Energy Star program similarly helps consumers identify energy efficient products. See Daniel J. Fiorino, “Voluntary Initiatives, Regulation, and Nanotechnology Oversight,” *supra* at note 7.
possess enormous purchasing power which they routinely use to extract favorable terms from suppliers. For this reason, some scholars have suggested that “big firms with supply chain leverage may have clout comparable to that of government regulators.” At the same time, retail chains are also more visible than their suppliers and hence more vulnerable to PR damage. This gives them a clear incentive to police suppliers.

*Market Forces (B): Network Effects.* Competing standards are bound to be controversial. For this reason, companies normally prefer one (and only one) standard per industry. In the New Economy, similar preferences for a single standard – usually called “network effects” – have famously produced WINDOWS and other dominant standards. BASF, DuPont, and the Responsible Nano Code partnership have all encouraged other companies to adopt their standards.

*Coordination.* So far, the most ambitious nanocodes have been unilateral or (in DuPont’s case) bilateral. By comparison, community-wide initiatives have limited themselves to non-auditable “principles” (Responsible NanoCode) or failed to produce any standards at all (ENTE, ISO). However, race-to-the-top competitions could conceivably strengthen the Responsible NanoCode standard over time. This suggests that getting large numbers of companies to sign even minimal agreements can trigger market forces that lead to higher standards.

*Summary.* Nanotechnology initiatives typically include various features that make them more ambitious and/or enforceable than traditional PR exercises. Furthermore, economic forces may lead to more ambitious standards over time. For now, this remains to be seen.

**B. Mutations Science: Building a Community-Wide Database.**

Biologists spent most of the 1980s and 1990s learning to read the “words” (i.e., genetic sequences) encoded in human DNA. Today the challenge is to understand what these words mean; i.e. to discover how each sequence controls processes inside the body. Hospital data that compare patients’ symptoms against genetic abnormalities provide important clues. For now, however, these data are largely uncollected and/or scattered across large numbers of incompatible databases. This drastically limits their usefulness.

*History.* In 1994, The March of Dimes funded a new organization (“The Mutations Database Initiative” or “MDI”) to create a single, worldwide mutations database. Five years later, 600 mutations scientists from 33 countries had joined the organization. Between fifty and eighty members attended MDI’s twice-yearly meetings.
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By the late 1990s, MDI had filed repeated grant applications with governments and foundations. All had been turned down. This persuaded MDI’s leadership – with The March of Dimes’ encouragement – to seek a commercial partner. MDI’s October 1999 meeting began the process by naming a Working Group to prepare a written plan that could be shown to commercial partners. Six months later, MDI’s April, 2000 meeting approved the plan and named three representatives to negotiate with industry. The group held talks with Incyte Pharmaceutical Corp. later that summer.

Based on these negotiations, Incyte prepared a Memorandum of Understanding in which it offered to invest $2.3 million in the project over three years. In return, it expected two kinds of benefits. First, Incyte already owned massive proprietary databases. Improved mutations data would automatically make these more valuable. Second, Incyte asked for and received the exclusive right to host the database on a commercial web site. This would act as a “traffic booster” by attracting viewers who might not otherwise come to its site. The database would, however, remain unrestricted for all other purposes and could also be posted on academic sites.

MDI met to vote on Incyte’s offer that October. While a large majority favored the proposal, two members – both of whom operated large databases that would compete with the proposed project – opposed the deal. They variously objected that (a) Incyte’s offer was contrary to the scientific ethos since “the community would be working for Incyte,” (b) they could obtain other, more favorable deals for the community in the future, and (c) MDI could not decide the matter by vote since it had no written constitution. NIH also sent a representative to the meeting. She refused to make any comment at all on Incyte’s offer but suggested that her agency might be willing to fund a central database after all.

Soon afterward, the meeting deadlocked and no vote was ever taken. MDI members who attended the meeting have given various reasons for this result. These include fears that a vote would create lasting enmities and “split the community”; fears that the Incyte deal would expose MDI members to public criticism; and hopes that a still better deal could be obtained in the future. Ten years later, no central mutations database has ever been built.

Ambition. The proposed deal would have (a) filled a significant scientific gap, and (b) demonstrated a new business model that entrepreneurs could use to fund other, similar projects in the future. These would have been major changes over existing practice.
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47 The author, geneticist Charles Scriver, and MDI leader/mutation scientists Richard Cotton.

48 Incyte immediately budgeted $1 million for the transaction and promised to seek the balance from other biotech companies. Several of these companies had already confirmed that they were interested in participating when negotiations collapsed in October, 2000.
Enforceability. There is little doubt that Incyte was prepared to perform the promises set forth in its Memorandum of Understanding. On MDI’s side, the editors of sixty-six existing mutations databases had signed written pledges promising to participate in the proposed central database. This created strong reputational incentives to follow through if and when the transaction was consummated. More fundamentally, a central site promised to attract far more viewers than any small website could hope to reach. This would have given small website operators a strong incentive to join the project.

Coordination. MDI’s leadership faced significant resistance throughout the project. Interestingly, this resistance changed over time:

Early-Stage. MDI’s early debates focused on whether a private/public collaboration was appropriate. Most of these discussions were general and said little about particular transactions. This changed, however, after an Incyte representative remarked that his company was willing to discuss a formal partnership. At this point, discussions became noticeably more concrete.

Mid-Stage. MDI’s April, 2000 debate was contentious. Once the vote was taken, however, large database providers began approaching MDI’s leadership to discuss how they could participate in – and receive funds from – the project. This created a virtuous cycle in which the likelihood of a deal encouraged would-be opponents to support the project and made success more likely.

Late-Stage. MDI’s last-minute deadlock occurred for various reasons. First, the average MDI member had about three hours to debate the deal and reach a conclusion. Opponents found it easy to invent more arguments than members could resolve in this time.49 Second, members knew that a novel private-public transaction would inevitably be criticized. NIH’s refusal to comment on the proposed deal showed that they could expect no political cover when this happened. Third, NIH and several private foundations suggested that they would consider grants to fund a central database after all. This encouraged members to wait for a better-funded and/or less controversial project. Fourth, opponents argued that that a vote would produce lasting enmity and “split the community.” This significantly raised the cost of “yes” votes. Finally most MDI members were academics who would go on conducting research whether or not a central database was built. This made deadlock comparatively inexpensive.

Summary. Incyte’s offer showed that the private sector is willing to fund basic science in return for minimal rights in the data. Presumably, NIH officials had (and still have) opinions about whether such deals are socially desirable. Despite this, they carefully avoided any comment on Incyte’s offer. Worse, they suggested that a government-supported database might be possible after all. These actions helped to destabilize community agreement around an MDI/Insight partnership.

49 For a formal theory of “information impactedness,” see Oliver E. Williamson, MARKETS AND HIERARCHIES: ANALYSIS AND ANTITRUST IMPLICATIONS (1975).
C. Drug Discovery: An Open Source R&D Initiative

Commercial drug discovery works badly in the developing world. This is because consumers are too poor to pay high prices for patented drugs and vaccines. Some scholars have argued that governments can fix this problem by using cash copayments to boost patent rewards. However, this would likely require very large copayments. For this reason, other scholars have argued that it would be more cost-effective to build new drug discovery programs within the public sector. Governments and foundations have funded several such “private-public partnerships” (“PPPs”) over the past decade.

Unlike commercial drug companies, PPPs do not need strong patent rights. This lets them develop unpatented or weakly patented ideas. Furthermore, scholars have long argued that “open source” methods are a natural way to organize early-stage research. This conjecture is plausible since PPPs can develop open ideas without paying patent royalties. The main uncertainty is that open ideas could also have lower quality. This issue can only be resolved by experiment.

History. In September 2008 the Indian government committed $38 million to create an Open Source Drug Discovery (“OSDD”) collaboration. OSDD is the “brain child” of the Director of India’s state-funded Council of Scientific and Industry Research.

OSDD has so far attracted more than 4000 participants including students, scientists, academic institutions, and companies around the world. Volunteers work together on-
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50 This is because rich nation drug companies rely on internal financing. This forces them to ration capital so that only most lucrative projects – i.e., those involving rich nation diseases – are pursued. See Stephen M. Maurer, “Choosing the Right Incentive Strategy for Research and Development in Neglected Diseases,” WHO Bulletin 84: 376 (2006).


52 Id.


54 www.osdd.net.


line and receive reputational and, in some cases, cash rewards for solving problems.\textsuperscript{57} There are currently 120 on-line collaborations.\textsuperscript{58} This includes a widely-publicized project in which 400 college student volunteers created what OSDD says is the world’s most detailed gene annotation for the tuberculosis bacillus.\textsuperscript{59} The work totaled almost 300 man-years and was completed in four months.\textsuperscript{60}

It is still too soon to know how much scientific value this effort will generate. Some experts have accused OSDD of “hype” and expressed doubts that student volunteers can produce an acceptable annotated genome even in principle.\textsuperscript{61} However, others see no reason why a well-organized student initiative should not work.\textsuperscript{62} The truth will most likely emerge once outside groups and/or peer reviewed journals start to examine OSDD’s work in detail. In the meantime, no one questions OSDD’s ability to mobilize very large numbers of volunteers. This achievement is already interesting no matter how OSDD’s broader quality claims turn out.

\textit{Ambition}. There are three reasons to think that OSDD can significantly accelerate neglected disease research compared to earlier initiatives:

\textit{Mobilizing Volunteer Labor}. OSDD has shown that it can mobilize massive amounts of volunteer labor and, more controversially, translate this effort into scientific results. This capability should be very useful in the neglected disease field, where paid labor is scarce.

\textit{Sharing Data}. Most drug companies are willing to share proprietary data with neglected disease researchers provided it does not reach their competitors. On the other hand, some OSDD volunteers have “day jobs” working for these same companies. It is easy to imagine companies giving these employees permission to search in-house databases for new drug ideas. This arrangement would make it much easier for companies to share data since (a) they would never have to release the entire database, (b) they would be able to make case-by-case decisions for each result reported to OSDD.\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{57} Id.

\textsuperscript{58} These resources include a wiki-based forum for genome annotation, shared computing resources, a shared document repository, and search tools for locating open access dissertations. OSDD. “How Does OSDD Work?” http://www.osdd.net/how-does-osdd-work.


\textsuperscript{60} B. Munos, “Can Open-Source Drug R&D Re-Power Pharmaceutical Innovation?” \textit{Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics} 87: 534-536.

\textsuperscript{61} Jayaraman, “India’s Tuberculosis Genome Project Under Fire,” \textit{supra} at note 59.

\textsuperscript{62} Andrej Sali, personal communication.

\textsuperscript{63} Id.
Cutting Costs. For reasons already explained, private sector programs typically cost more than $800 million per successful drug. However, back-of-the-envelope estimates suggest that bare bones PPP programs could cost just $200 to $300 million. OSDD provides a natural starting point for such projects.

Enforceability. There was never much doubt that the Indian government would support OSDD as promised. Instead, the main uncertainty was whether OSDD’s mostly altruistic and reputational incentives would attract useful numbers of volunteers. This has now been demonstrated.

Coordination. OSDD was initiated and run by India’s government-funded CSIS organization. Furthermore, India has provided generous support for OSDD itself. These factors gave OSDD important credibility while assuring volunteers that their work would not be wasted.

Summary. It is too early to know whether OSDD is a cost-effective vehicle for generating drug ideas. However, it has already shown that it can attract and organize large numbers of volunteers. Indian government funding has been a key ingredient in this success.

4. Synthetic DNA: A Private Anti-Terrorism Code

In the late 1990s, companies began making synthetic DNA molecules containing whatever genes customers requested. Soon afterward, scientists showed that this DNA could be used to make various living organisms including polio, 1918 influenza, and the bacterium *M. genitalium*. In principle, terrorists could use similar techniques to make
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66 In a sense, OSDD’s experience is the obverse of our mutations example. There, government destabilized a collaboration by hinting that it was prepared to fund competing proposals.


Weapons pathogens like smallpox. Alternatively, the Soviet Union reportedly used genetic engineering to make new biological weapons organisms that do not exist in nature. Synthetic DNA makes this work significantly easier.

Governments are not sure how to handle these developments. One obvious first step is for companies to examine incoming orders for sequences that can be used to make weapons. However, synthetic DNA companies are located in many nations around the world, including countries (e.g. China) where manufacturers routinely ignore treaty obligations. This suggests that negotiating and enforcing multilateral treaties may take years, assuming that it can be done at all. These problems have persuaded many foreign policy experts that the private sector should act instead.69 This has a certain plausibility since many private standards (e.g. WINDOWS) are both strong and universal. Could the same market forces that drive these standards be extended to include security?

**History.** In April, 2008, the European trade association IASB70 held a workshop in Munich to identify practical anti-terrorism measures that its members could implement. Attendees quickly agreed to develop a Code of Conduct specifying standards at or near the high end of current industry practice. The resulting document required companies to incur significant expense by, *inter alia*, paying human experts to compare each requested sequence against the federal government’s Genbank database to see whether it could be used to make weapons. This document was circulated in various forums including bilateral meetings, an on-line report,71 a *Nature* editorial,72 and presentations at diplomatic conferences in Geneva and Berlin. Members approved the document with minor modifications following a face-to-face meeting in Cambridge, MA on November 3, 2009.73

By then, however, a classic industry standards war had broken out. Shortly after IASB announced the Cambridge meeting, two large gene synthesis companies (Geneart, DNA2.0) hastily wrote their own, alternative code. Unlike IASB’s Code, this proposal dispensed with human screeners in favor of a predefined threat list that could be implemented by computer. This made it – as its authors boasted – “fast” and “cheap.” At the same time, experts agreed that reasonably complete threat list would not exist for at
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73 The author helped IASB develop its Code of Conduct and participated in the Munich, Geneva, and Cambridge meetings.
least a decade. During this interval, human screening would continue to outperform computers.

One might have expected this fight to drag on indefinitely. Instead, DNA2.0/Geneart quietly dropped their proposal within a month or so. Why did this happen? DNA production, it turns out, has large economies of scale. This means that DNA manufacturers need large sales volumes to remain competitive. On the other hand, big customers know this and use their purchasing power to extract favorable terms. These companies had clear PR reasons to suppress a standards war that had already been reported in Nature. This produced strong pressure for a single standard – the same kind of consumer preference that drives dominant standards like WINDOWS in the New Economy.

Despite jettisoning their “fast” and “cheap” proposal, DNA2.0 and Geneart still did not join the IASB standard. Instead, they persuaded three other companies to join them in a “Consortium” that announced a new document – the “Harmonized Protocol” – on November 19. Though written in entirely new language, the Protocol was substantively indistinguishable from IASB’s Code and promised that humans would examine all orders. The existence of a separate document, however, gave members the ability to change the Protocol if they later decided to retreat from these commitments.

At this point, more than eighty percent of the industry’s installed capacity – including the Consortium and two Chinese companies – had adopted some version of IASB’s Code. Strangely, the US government refused to embrace this result. Instead, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) rejected human screening in favor of a new predefined list called “Best Match.” While it is too early to be sure, this government endorsement will likely ignite a race-to-the-bottom dynamic in which companies replace human screeners with computers.

Ambition. The IASB Code was designed to harmonize industry screening procedures at or near the high end of existing practice. This meant that many companies endorsing the

---

74 Tom Slezak, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, personal communication.


77 US Department of Health and Human Services, “Screening Framework Guidance for Providers of Synthetic Double-Stranded DNA.” http://www.phe.gov/Preparedness/legal/guidance/syndna/Pages/default.aspx Significantly, federal regulators admit that their list-based approach is imperfect and that human screening – in their terminology, a “Top Homologies” approach – would detect more threats. They nevertheless justify the lower standard by arguing that different human screeners will often reach different results. The argument is strained. Federal regulations often contain “reasonable man” standards and this is not normally an objection.
code would have to significantly upgrade their practices. Conversely, we have seen that
the Code stopped at least two companies from adopting a weaker list-based approach.

The Code also exceeded the US government’s standards. In 2008, Nature wrote an
editorial arguing that private screening standards, however “laudable,” would always be
weaker than government ones.78 As we have seen, this turned out not to be true.
Furthermore, this result could have been predicted. Government agencies almost always
place the preferences of their constituents over the public at large. In HHS’s case, this
meant favoring research and commercialization interests over security. Strikingly, HHS
held to this position even after industry had said that it was willing to accept higher
standards.

Enforceability. We have argued that DNA makers cannot survive without bulk sales and
that this gives large customers significant leverage. The speed with which the Consortium
and two independent Chinese firms embraced the IASB Code shows the strength of these
forces.

Coordination. The IASB Code was organized by industry executives with modest
Carnegie Foundation support for travel expenses, document drafting, and advice. The
history of their coordination effort can be divided into three phases:

Early-Stage. This phase was dominated by face-to-face politics. Unlike our
mutations example, the IASB group quickly agreed that standards were needed,
publicly promised to go forward, and negotiated a final draft within eighteen
months. There were at least two reasons for this. First, IASB was a “coalition of
the willing” and did not try to achieve unanimous action as a community. Second,
IASB benefited from a business culture which considers meetings that fail to
generate concrete action a waste of time. This crucial background expectation is
characteristic of an environment in which companies that fail to reach agreements
quickly go out of business.

Mid-Stage. Market forces were very powerful after IASB announced its standard
in November 2009. Three weeks later, at least eighty percent of the industry’s
installed capacity – including the Consortium and two Chinese companies – had
signed equivalent standards. It is reasonable to think that the final percentage
would have been still higher (perhaps unanimous) if the federal government had
embraced human screening.

Late-Stage. It is too early to know whether the federal government’s “Best
Match” guidelines will set off a race-to-the-bottom competition among companies
that currently practice human screening. However, one Big Pharma executive has
privately told the author that he considers the federal standard sufficient.

---

Strikingly, the US government refused to express any preference between the IASB, DNA2.0/Geneart, and Consortium standards. Such comments would have exerted significant influence in deciding which standard prevailed.

**Summary.** IASB’s Code shows that private initiatives can be competitive with traditional treaty and regulation. As in our mutations example, however, government refused to say which standard it favored. HHS’s decision to endorse “Best Match” will encourage companies to revise their standards downward.

### 5. VIREP: An Open Source Collaboration Against Terrorism.

Human screening standards impose significant cost on companies and their customers. On the other hand, screeners report that they have seen 3-5% of all sequences before. This suggests that companies can cut costs by archiving, sharing, and reusing their threat judgments. The resulting virulence database would also be useful for basic science and various technology applications (e.g. pathogen detectors). Government has declined grant applications to fund such a database for at least a decade.

**History.** IASB members agreed to pursue a shared threat database (“VIREP”) at the same April, 2008 workshop that announced the Code of Code. Pilot-scale software was written the following year and was briefly discussed at IASB’s Cambridge meeting. However, no final vote was taken. Some IASB members have continued to express support for the project even after the US government’s “Best Match” guidelines announced that human screening was optional. Despite this, VIREP’s future remains uncertain.

**Ambition.** VIREP would generate a steadily growing threat database at minimal cost. This would free human screeners for other security tasks and create an important database for technologists and basic science. As in our mutations example, the federal government and/or private foundations are unlikely to fund this database on their own.

**Enforceability.** Companies that practice human screening can cut costs by adopting VIREP. In theory, therefore, we would expect such companies to join the project immediately. In practice, however, most companies will want to make sure that their large customers are comfortable with sharing information about which DNA sequences have been ordered. Various IASB members – and at least one customer – have told the author that these trade secret concerns are not likely to pose a significant obstacle. Conversely, the case for VIREP will largely evaporate if companies drop human screening in favor of a list-based, “Best Match” approach.

**Coordination.** The benefits of data-sharing are already substantial for two-company collaborations. This observation suggests that VIREP is stable at all scales.

---

Summary. VIREP is the most embryonic of our five examples. That said, it provides additional evidence that private, bottom-up standards can be ambitious and enforceable.

III. When is Private Entrepreneurship Feasible and Desirable?

Our five examples show that private initiatives can be simultaneously feasible, enforceable, and ambitious. At the same time, they – like most entrepreneurship – defy easy classification. At a minimum, though, we would like to know when entrepreneurial solutions are (a) feasible, and (b) desirable. This section uses our five examples to extract some general insights.

A. When Are Entrepreneurial Initiatives Feasible?

Private collaborations mobilize community members’ normal incentives in pursuit of public goals. For convenience, we address commercial and academic incentives separately:

Industry. We expect profit-maximizing corporations to support entrepreneurial initiatives in two cases. The first is when a collaboration promises to increase profit by trimming costs (VIREP) or increasing consumer demand (mutations data). Our examples suggest that coordination problems are minimal where either condition exists. The second case is where an initiative seeks to impose costly new standards. Here, two conditions must normally be met. First, firms must have market power. More precisely, voluntary standards cannot raise prices to the point where new and less scrupulous competitors can enter the market. In practice, this constraint is seldom problematic. In our synthetic DNA case, for example, incumbents enjoyed economies of scale that let them charge much lower prices than any would-be entrant. Despite significant cost, IASB’s human screening standard erased only a small part of this advantage.

Second, we have seen that voluntary standards are vulnerable to race-to-the-bottom dynamics. These can occur when firms (a) refuse to participate in the standard, or (b) suspect each other of cutting corners. Our nanotechnology example shows that the latter problem can sometimes be managed through greater transparency. The former problem is harder because it requires third parties to discipline companies that oppose the standard. Large corporate customers played this role in our nanotechnology and synthetic DNA examples. In principle, socially-conscious investors and insurance companies can play a similar role.

80 For a classic case study of why firms cannot sustain voluntary policies in a competitive market, see McConnell, Grant. STEEL AND THE PRESIDENCY – 1962 (1963).

81 See, e.g., Daniel J. Fiorino, “Voluntary Initiatives, Regulation, and Nanotechnology Oversight,” supra at note 7 (describing DuPont’s efforts to persuade insurers to make coverage decisions based on its Framework); Beveridge and Diamond, “UK Organizations Seek Comment on Draft Voluntary Code of
Academic Community. Academic researchers compete to publish research results. Once again, our analysis depends on whether the initiative creates new resources for members or seeks to restrict their behavior. In the former case, we expect members to support new initiatives when they conclude (a) that the facility is likely to be built, and (b) that the completed facility will accelerate their research. Our drug discovery and mutations examples suggest that government can readily influence these judgments.

The situation is more complicated where entrepreneurs seek to adopt standards that make research more expensive. As in the private sector, such agreements are only stable if each member bears the same restrictions. However, academic research labs are secretive. This tends to destabilize agreements through race-to-the-bottom effects. As in the commercial case, third parties can sometimes fix this problem. Most obviously, government officials can de-fund dangerous research so that it is never performed at all. Alternatively, journal editors can agree not to publish certain classes of results. However, such agreements are themselves unstable because of competition between journals, particularly where one or more editors oppose the standard.

B. When Are Entrepreneurial Initiatives Desirable?

Feasibility is not everything. Entrepreneurs should also be able to persuade themselves that a private initiative will make society better off. Probably the clearest case, as in our mutations and VIREP examples, is where the goal will not otherwise be funded. Under these circumstances, almost any private-public transaction should be acceptable.

The harder question is what to do when the private and public sectors offer competing solutions. Our synthetic DNA case reminds us that public standards are not necessarily

---

Conduct for Nanotechnology,” supra note 29 (promising that it will urge companies it invests in to adopt the Responsible NanoCode and lobby other “large shareholder organizations” to follow suit).

82 For example, US physicists repeatedly tried to organize voluntary agreements to suppress nuclear fission data before the US entered World War II. Most of these efforts foundered on rumors – mainly false – that one laboratory or another was about to publish similar results. Spencer R. Weart, “Scientists With a Secret” PHYSICS TODAY 23-30 (Feb. 1976).

83 US physics journal editors managed to suppress important nuclear fission data in the 1940s. Id. Following September 11, the US similarly urged biology journal editors to suppress articles that terrorists could use to make weapons. Most leading journals responded by promising “effective review of papers that raise … security issues.” Ronald Atlas, Philip Campbell et al. “Journal Editors’ Group Statement” Science 299:1149 (2003) However, the depth of this commitment is doubtful. Science’s editor has said that he would “absolutely” publish a paper even if the US’s leading outside advisory board wanted it suppressed. Donald Kennedy, “Better Never than Late.” SCIENCE 310:195 (2005).
better than private ones. More precisely, private and public procedures are both highly imperfect\textsuperscript{84}:

\textit{Public Standards.} Government agencies notoriously represent narrow constituencies who hold – almost by definition – strong and unusual views. In our synthetic DNA case, HHS’s preference for weak regulation was natural in an agency that sees its mission as serving scientists and start-up companies.

\textit{Private Standards.} Despite our examples, many private initiatives are still empty PR exercises. Furthermore, private standard setting is a rough-and-tumble process. While industry eventually rejected “fast” and “cheap” solutions in our synthetic DNA example, this was not inevitable.

Given these flaws, policymakers should find ways for private and public standards to reinforce each other. In particular, government should (a) pay attention to information that surfaces in the course of private standards fights,\textsuperscript{85} and (b) be prepared to discard its in-house solutions in those cases where private standards are superior.

\textbf{IV. Lessons for the Future}

Our five examples have all been “easy pieces,” delivering at most a few tens of millions of dollars in value. Even so, they show that private initiatives are not only feasible but desirable. This section suggests concrete steps that entrepreneurs, foundations, and governments can take to facilitate future entrepreneurship.

\textbf{A. Entrepreneurs.}

Our mutations and synthetic gene examples show a pronounced “tipping” dynamic. Here, early organization depends on politics, \textit{i.e.} asking individuals to support the project for idealistic reasons. This is difficult and discouraging. Once some critical mass is reached, however, members begin joining for economic motives, for example to receive benefits or avoid being left out. At this point, growth becomes more or less automatic.

Entrepreneurial strategy lies in reaching this critical mass as soon as possible:

\textit{Third Party Validation.} Rank-and-file members usually take note when an entrepreneur persuades knowledgeable third parties take an initiative seriously.


\textsuperscript{85} For example, US companies spent years telling HHS that human screening was unaffordable. In principle, this issue could have been resolved by testimony. This, however, was bound to be a long and ambiguous process. By comparison, companies’ willingness to adopt private standards that included human screening immediately showed that such objections were untenable.
This validation is particularly convincing when it comes in the form of grant support from government (OSDD, NTI) and/or foundations (mutations data). However, verbal encouragement – Incyte in our mutations case, a Nature editorial in our synthetic DNA example – can also be important.

“Critical Mass,” Not “Communities.” Entrepreneurs should not set their goals too high. In our mutations example, organizers’ decision to act “as a community” needlessly handed veto power to a small minority.

Our examples suggest that initiatives work best when they are organized by entrepreneurs inside government and/or government-funded organizations like OSDD. By comparison, private sector entrepreneurs (mutations, synthetic DNA, and VIREP) tend to be less successful. These, however, are precisely the actors who are most likely to notice and pursue opportunities where market forces can be used to achieve public ends. Governments and foundations should do what they can to encourage this activity.

B. Foundations.

Foundations play a key role in encouraging and facilitating entrepreneurship. Here, leadership can be just as important as financial support:

Encouragement. Foundations can play a crucial role in suggesting and encouraging entrepreneurship. In our mutations example, March of Dimes was instrumental in encouraging academic scientists to seek out commercial partners and providing political cover when they did so.

Catalysts. Corporations are reluctant to pay for out-of-pocket expenses. The Carnegie Corporation of New York filled important gaps in our synthetic DNA and VIREP examples by providing financial support for face-to-face meetings, document drafting, and computer software.

Avoiding Mixed Signals. Foundations should think twice before encouraging individuals to submit grant proposals that compete with community-wide initiatives. On the one hand, such proposals may be sensible as long as they have some chance of being funded. On the other, we have seen how the prospect of private funding can compete with and destabilize community projects. As in our mutations example, this can produce pathological outcomes in which neither alternative is funded. Grant administrators should decide early on whether or not to support community-wide solutions. Once they do, they should announce this openly.
C. Government.

We have already remarked that government is reasonably good at launching top-down initiatives and persuading the private sector to get involved. On the other hand, private sector entrepreneurs (mutations, synthetic DNA, VIREP) have usually found it more obstacle than ally. One useful first step would be to prevent officials from simply ignoring private entrepreneurs:

*Obligation to Form and Disclose Opinions.* Officials should be required to explain why private initiatives that overlap their mission do or do not serve the public interest. Officials who refuse to comment should state their reasons for doing so. This obligation could be created by legislation, executive order, or agency rule.

Deliberate silence may sometimes be in the public interest where government (a) does not care whether a particular private initiative succeeds or fails, or (b) believes that two or more competing private standards offer indistinguishable benefits. Alternatively, there may be cases where announcing an official US government position could produce a counterproductive backlash. At the same time, officials’ usual reason for not speaking out – reluctance to express opinions quickly or on a partial record – seems untenable. Like everyone else, Washington should respond to events in real time.

V. Conclusion

Our examples show that private entrepreneurs can usefully step in to manage unregulated risks (nanotechnology), create otherwise unaffordable science infrastructure (mutations data, VIREP), boost public sector R&D (open drug discovery), and fill security gaps (synthetic DNA). Furthermore, we have seen several examples (mutations, synthetic DNA) in which private solutions have plausibly outperformed public ones. Despite this, government still has a hard time engaging private sector entrepreneurs. This needs to change. The US government has an obligation to seek out and engage bottom-up initiatives that it would never have noticed, much less organized on its own.